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Zechariah 9:3-5 KJV “And Tyrus did build herself a strong hold, and heaped up silver as 
the dust, and fine gold as the mire of the streets.  (4)  Behold, the Lord will cast her out, 
and he will smite her power in the sea; and she shall be devoured with fire.  (5)  
Ashkelon shall see it, and fear; Gaza also shall see it, and be very sorrowful, and Ekron; 
for her expectation shall be ashamed; and the king shall perish from Gaza, and Ashkelon 
shall not be inhabited.” 
 

Understanding the Prophetic symbolism of the Prophecy of Tyre (Tyrus) –  
 
Tyre was a stronghold representing commercial and economic self-sufficiency and is reflected 
in symbolism and figures of speech which speak of silver being as common as dust and gold as 
common as the dirt.  By its description, Tyrus becomes prophetically symbolic of a stronghold 
for economic controls of seemingly invincible economic power (Bible Knowledge Commentary)  
– represents the global banking/economic system. 
 

Zechariah 9:4: “The Lord will cast her out, and he will smite her power in the sea…” 
 

“Cast out” – H3423  ירׁש    ׁשיר   yârash  yâre ̂shyaw-rash', yaw-raysh' 

A primitive root; to occupy (by driving out previous tenants, and possessing in their place); by 
implication to seize, to rob, to inherit; also to expel, to impoverish, to ruin: - cast out, consume, 
destroy, disinherit, dispossess, drive (-ing) out, enjoy, expel, X without fail, (give to, leave for) 
inherit (-ance, -or), + magistrate, be (make) poor, come to poverty, (give to, make to) possess, 
get (have) in (take) possession, seize upon, succeed, X utterly. – represents a global wealth 
conversion (do not mistaken for “income equality” being suggested by socialist platforms). 

 

“Smite her power in the seas” – forces, whether of wealth, riches, substance, means, men or 
other resources.” – represents the “rich sea trade and wealth of nations.” 

 
Zechariah 9:5 KJV  Ashkelon shall see it, and fear; Gaza also shall see it, and be very 
sorrowful, and Ekron; for her expectation shall be ashamed; and the king (governor)  
shall perish from Gaza, and Ashkelon shall not be inhabited.  
 
(Each of these cities (villages) are immaterial to any significance at the time of 
Zechariah’s writing because they were non-influential.  So why are they specifically 
addressed in the prophecy?  It is because of their symbolism in understanding a distant 
time prophetic fulfillment. 
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“Ashkelon” – 'ashq
e
lôn  ash-kel-one' in the sense of weighing place (that is, mart) “Ashkelon 

shall see it, and fear… and Ashkelon shall not (no longer) be inhabited.” – represents Wall 
Street. 

 

“Gaza” –  ‛azzâh  az-zaw'  strong; feminine meaning economic or financial strength; Azzah, a 

place in Palestine known for its devising the most modern method of payment, for its time, for 
goods and trade – prophetically represents the Federal Reserve system. 

 

“Ekron” –  ‛eqrôn  ek-rone'  Ekron, from  ‛âqar  aw-kar'  A primitive root; to pluck up (especially 

by the roots); specifically to hamstring; figuratively to exterminate: - dig down, hough, pluck up, 
root up – prophetically represents a class pride or haughtiness of the rich and famous, and the 
corporate elite, dog-eat-dog, step on and destroy whoever or whatever gets in the way of 
progress or success. 

 

Isaiah 61:8 “For I the LORD love justice, I hate plunder as a step (or stairs) for ascending 
upwards; and I will direct (personally take charge of and direct) their wages from labor 
with certainty of substance.” 

 
“King shall perish from Gaza” – Prophetically announces the destruction of the Federal Reserve 

System with its unaccountable iron-fisted “leadership,” and resultant income tax stronghold no 

longer in existence.  (Keep in mind the income tax stems from the Federal Reserve System 

method of created money and bank currency.) 

Regarding the trading houses of Wall Street, etc., we have the prophecy of Isaiah 23:13-14 KJV” 
Behold the land of the Chaldeans; this people was not, till the Assyrian founded it for them that 
dwell in the wilderness: they set up the towers thereof, they raised up the palaces thereof; and 
he brought it to ruin.  (14)  Howl, ye ships of Tarshish: for your strength is laid waste.” 

 
Isaiah’s prophecy goes hand in hand with Zechariah’s message (keep in mind that 
Zechariah and Haggai prophesied during the time of Isaiah.   
 
The Chaldeans (Kesdites) were famed prognosticators and were knowns for cleverness 
in guiding the investments of kings and princes of nomadic tribes throughout the 
middle-east.   
 

ּכׂשּדי    ּכׂשּדימה   kaśdıŷ  kaśdıŷma ̂h  kas-dee', kas-dee'-maw –  

Meaning towards the Kasdites); a Kasdite, or descendant of Kesed; by 
implication a Chaldaean  also an astrologer (as if proverbial of that prognostic 
people): Chaldeans, Chaldees, inhabitants of Chaldea in general as 
prognosticators. 
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This prophecy of Isaiah uses the Chaldeans to identify what was developed by the Assyrians.  A 
financial trading platform utilizing “prognostication.”   

PROGNOSTICATION - 1:  an indication in advance :  foretoken; 2 :  an act, the fact, or the 
power of prognosticating :  forecast  

In the financial realm working with the Chaldean prognosticators, the Assyrians set up a 
complex system for forecasting the markets for trade.  Prophetically, this represents today’s 
financial trade markets, i.e. stocks, bonds, commodities, etc., keeping in mind that Zechariah’s 
Chapter Nine prophecy speaks of fear and greed in bringing down that culture. 
 
The scripture indicates that it was set up for those who dwell in the wilderness (mom & pop 
families who until modern times found themselves outside of the financial circles and unable to 
be a part of the trade business):   
 

“…this people was not, till the Assyrian founded it for them that dwell in the wilderness: 
they set up the towers thereof, they raised up the palaces thereof; and He brought it to 
ruin.” 

 
The Prophet also includes the commodities trade markets: 
 

“Howl, ye ships of Tarshish: for your strength is laid waste.” 
 
It is important to remember Zechariahs’ prophecy of this event notably clarifies that the wealth 
is not “destroyed,” rather plundered, and has a change of possession as demonstrated by our 
key text and the term “cast out”: 
 

“Behold, the Lord will cast her out, and he will smite her power in the sea.” 
 

“Cast out” – H3423  ירׁש    ׁשיר   yârash  ya ̂rêshyaw-rash', yaw-raysh' 

A primitive root; to occupy (by driving out previous tenants, and possessing in their 
place); by implication to seize, to rob, to inherit; also to expel, to impoverish, to ruin. 

 
These prophecies all demonstrate a prophetic pattern that may be used as a road map for 
understanding the messages of Isaiah, Haggai, and Zechariah. 
 
The prophecy of Isaiah regarding this Day of Jehovah Tsaba event concludes: 
 

Isaiah 23:18 “But everything plundered, all the money taken in, will be turned over to 
GOD. It will not be put in banks. Her profits will be put to the use of the people called of 
God, those ministers of His, providing plenty of food and the best of clothing – 
abundance of all provisions.” 


